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Aeroplane answers
What you’ll need:
• A large, clear space 
• Four large sheets of paper
• Sticky tack or masking tape
• Paper – one per girl
• Pens or pencils

Aim of activity
How well do you know your unit? Ask and 
answer different questions to find out more 
about them.

1  Grab a pen and paper. Take a look at the 
questions around your space. Choose four 
questions to answer and write the questions 
down, with your answers written underneath 
each one.   

2  Now fold your sheet into a paper 
aeroplane. Line up and throw your aeroplane 
across your space. Whose went the furthest? 
Go and collect an aeroplane (not your own).

3  Open your aeroplane. Read through the 
answers. Who do you think this is? Take a 
guess and stand next to the person whose 
aeroplane you think you have. If you’re 
right, link arms. If you’re wrong, try again! 
You have three guesses to get it right.

4  Keep going until everyone has guessed. 
How many people got it right? What new 
things did you learn about everyone? If you 
guess right, but your link hasn’t, you’ll have 
to move around with them until they do!

15 minutes

Jump  
straight in

Know  
Myself

Before you start
Write out the 
questions across four 
large sheets of paper 
and stick them around 
your space. 

Question examples
• What’s your 
favourite film?
• If you could go 
anywhere in the 
world, where would 
you go?
• Which superpower 
do you wish you had?
• Would you rather 
have wings or fly on  
a magic carpet?
• What gift would  
you give the Queen?
• What food would 
you eat to become 
really healthy?
• What would you 
plan as a unit leader?
• What would  
you name a land  
you found?
• When did you last 
laugh uncontrollably?
• Who would play  
you in a movie? 
• Which fictional story 
would you want to 
come to life?
• What annoys you?


